
Seducing a Woman over the Phone

1. Girl Name

2. Awesome Event

3. Article Of Clothing

4. Number Less Than One

5. Awesome Occupation

6. Favorite Celebrity Chef

7. Same Article Of Clothing

8. Extremity

9. Dirty Verb Ending In Ing

10. Dirty Part Of Body

11. Dirty Verb Ending In Ing

12. Different Dirty Body Part

13. Crazy Pain Or Crazy Pleasure

14. Crazy Pain Or Crazy Pleasure

15. Dirty Verb

16. Article Of Clothing From Before

17. Orifice

18. Orifice

19. Dirty Verb Ending In Ing
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Seducing a Woman over the Phone

Hi, girl name . I understand that you are currently at awesome event . Please know that I don't

normally do this, but I would love for you to strip down to your article of clothing and follow my

instructions closely. If done correctly, I will get you where you need to go in number less than one minutes

flat. Don't be concerned that we haven't met and don't be concerned that I'm some kind of awesome 

occupation . Just say a small prayer to favorite celebrity chef that you have been randomly chosen to be

pleasured to the highest degree. Now, find a small, private location. Go there. Are you there? Good. Now, take

off same article of clothing . Take it all off. You will start by taking your extremity and dirty 

verb ending in ING it all over your dirty part of body . How does that feel? Good? Yeah, I bet it feels good.

Keep dirty verb ending in ING . Faster. Harder. Now pull on your different dirty body part . Pull it just hard

enough to the point of crazy pain or crazy pleasure . Do you feel that crazy pain or crazy pleasure ? Good. Now

dirty verb harder. Faster! The article of clothing from before you took off earlier? Put it in your

orifice . We don't want people hearing your screams of pleasure. Or do we? DO you work in a office

with hot chicks looking to get down? Get the orifice out of your mouth! Get those other girls in! Keep

dirty verb ending in ING ! Faster! Harder! Three, Two, One....! You're welcome. Barney, out.
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